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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the outset of this project a major focus of the ARPA Nuclear Monitoring

Program was to provide accurate yield estimates of underground nuclear tests in order to

monitor the Threshold Test Ban Treaty (ITBT) as effectively as possible. Thus, the

work we performed during the first portion of this project was directed at using all

available useful information to obtain optimal estimates of calibration parameters for

seismic magnitude-yield relations. As the Soviet Union collapsed, monitoring emphasis

shifted from that of yield determination at a relatively small number of sites to global

non-proliferation monitoring associated with the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

(CrBT) and the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), both yet to be negotiated at the time of

this writing. Thus, our focus also shifted to providing robust statistical methods for

seismic event identification, particularly of small (mb -2.5) regional events. In this

summary we describe the key studies we performed during this project.

Yield Determination

Our yield determination work was split into two main prcjects: (i) Development

of a Bayesian procedure for testing TTBT compliance which, among other information,

incorporates seismic magnitude data for which the associated yields are unavailable; (ii)

Estimation of multivariate magnitude-log yield calibration parameters at Novaya Zemlya

(NZ). The objective of the first project was to improve yield estimates for situations in

which seismic magnitude data for underground nuclear tests are relatively abundant,

while corresponding yield data are not. The objective of the second project was to

estimate the calibration parameters for NZ, first in the absence of explicit yield

information and later using yield data given to ARPA by an official of the nuclear test

program of the former Soviet Union. This project was motivated by the expectation at

the time that future Soviet underground nuclear tests were likely to occur at NZ. Brief

descriptions of these projects follow.

A Constrained Bayesian Approach for Testing TTBT Compliance

At the time of this work there was a growing interest in applying Bayesian

techniques to the problem of testing MTBT compliance (e.g., Shumway and Der, 1990;

Nicholson et al., 1991). During that same time it had been pointed out that previous

magnitude data does furnish some information about the unknown parameters in the yield

estimation problem even though the associated yields are unknown. For example, for
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equal slope parameters, mb - mLg does not depend on yield; hence, one can estimate the

mean and variance of the difference from data even though the yields are unknown.

Typically the size of such data sets is large enough to provide excellent estimates of these

parameters. This information can then be used to improve estimates of future yields

using a unified magnitude approach (Nicholson et aL, 1991).

Our Bayesian approach is a modification of the approach suggested by Shumway
and Der (1990). They showed that a priori information, supplied for example by a panel

of experts, can be useful for estimating log yield confidence intervals, particularly when

little or no calibration data (i.e., magnitudes with accompanying yields) are available.
Our approach also allows expert opinion to be used as a priori informatiorn, as well as

including available calibration data. In addition, it includes information gained from data

for which yields are unknown, to further improve yield estimates. This information is
included in the joint prior distribution in the form of constraints on the difference of the

mean and variance parameters for mb and mLg.

We investigated the impact of the constraint information on the test of TTBT

compliance by comparing power curves and F-numbers of two tests based on Bayesian

procedures, with and without the constraints. We also compared the Bayesian results to

those of two tests based on classical statistics. Our formulation treats the case in which

intercepts and the covariance matrix of the random seismic errors are unknown. (Gray et

al., 1992, extended the formulation to also treat unknown slope parameters.) To obtain
closed form expressions for the power and F-numbers, however, we considered the

special case in which the intercepts are treated as unknown, while the random error

covariance matrix was treated as known. The comparisons showed that the probability of

detecting a TIBT violation using the constrained Bayesian approach is always at least as

great as when using the unconstrained approach. Also, the power of the constrained

Bayesian approach is greater than that of the classical test of hypothesis using only

calibration data and assuming unknown intercept. The constrained approach is

particularly useful when only small amounts of calibration data are available and there is

more uncertainty in one of the intercepts, e.g., the intercept for mLg. We also showed

that the constrained approach is far more robust than the unconstrained approach when

poor a priori information is furnished. A detailed presentation of the methodology and

the results of the power comparison study were provided by Fisk et al. (1991a).
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Multivarlate Seismic Calibration for the Novaya Zemlya Test Site

Prior to the availability of yield data for tests conducted at NZ, it was noted that
12 NZ events had very similar magnitudes (mb -5.7), suggesting that devices of similar
yield had been tested. Using magnitude data published by Ringdal and Fyen (1991), we
obtained estimates of the random error covariance matrix in the linear multivariate
magnitude-log yield model and an estimate of the variance of the unified yield estimator.
Estimates were also obtained using 16 NZ events. If the yields are all the same, these
estimates are unbiased. If they are not the same, we showed that the estimates are
actually estimates of upper bounds. A robustness study was performed to determine how
the upper bounds vary as a function of departure of the yields from equality. It was
shown that the upper bounds of the expected values do increase as the spread in the yields
increase, but this just leads to more conservative estimates which are still better than none
at all. The details of this study were provided by Fisk et al. (1991b).

At a meeting in Norway in September 1991, Victor Mikhailov presented Soviet
yield data for 42 underground nuclear tests that occurred at the Novaya Zemlya test site
between 1964 and 1990. The original yield data were provided in the form of a bar graph
which we converted to numerical values. We compared these yields to previous

estimates by Burger et al. (1986), Nuttli (1988) and Sykes and Ruggi (1988). Their

estimates were based on observed seismic magnitudes and magnitude-log yield relations
transported from other test sites. While there is some agreement among the four sets of
yields, overall there is considerable variation in the values from one set to another. The
yields estimated by Nuttli (1988) are, in general, in closest agreement to the Soviet-
furnished values.

Using the yield data and published seismic magnitude data, based on NORSAR
Lg and P coda, Gr•fenberg Lg, and a world-wide mb (Ringdal and Fyen, 1991) for 18 NZ

events, and a similar set of Soviet network magnitudes (Israelsson, 1992), we computed

estimates of the multivariate calibration parameters of the linear magnitude-log yield
relations. Our analysis treated the slopes, intercepts and random error covariance matrix
as unknown parameters to be estimated from data. We also presented a classical
confidence interval to estimate future yields, a definition of the F-number, and a
hypothesis test of TrBT compliance for future events at NZ. F-number estimates were
obtained by applying the jackknife procedure to the data. This study was presented by
Fisk et al. (1992). In that report we also noted several discrepancies regarding the
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original Soviet-supplied yield graph which were first pointed out to us by Richards

(1992) and later substantiated by Adushkin et al. (1992). Thus, our results were

presented with the caveat that they are contingent on the accuracy of the original yield

data.

Seismic Event Identification

The focus of our work for the past one and one-half years has been on developing
statistical methods and applying them to the problem of seismic event identification,

particularly for regional events. This work is directed at providing robust statistical
methods to perform outlier detection, script-matching and classification, to assess

associated error rates, and to address statistical issues regarding transportability of

discriminants.

Under the current plan by the ARPA Nuclear Monitoring Research Office to

concentrate CTBT monitoring efforts on regions of interest (Ryall, 1993a), there are
many regions at present, and we should expect other regions in the future, for which

relevant seismic data are not available, particularly for small underground nuclear

explosions. A situation that may arise is one in which we need to begin monitoring a

region of interest immediately. If a seismic station or array is installed within regional

distances, a monitoring procedure is needed that can be applied as soon as the station

starts recording events. It is likely in this situation that the type of events being observed
will be unknown. Artificial intelligence techniques that require training data for all

relevant event types have limited utility in this situation where sufficient training data are
lacking. Discrimination using a rule-based approach may not apply in this situation until

it is determined how to transport discrimination rules from one region to another.

However, under the assumptions that only a small number of nuclear tests would

be performed in a region relative to the number of earthquakes or conventional mining

blasts and that we have at least one seismic characteristic that discriminates in that type of
region, even though we may not know the details of how the discriminant is distributed

for the various types of events there, we can test whether the events observed are

"business as usual" in that region or not. This is the key motivation behind our outlier

test. (Note that if the first assumption fails, i.e., if a region is completely aseismic and
with no mining activity, any new event would be flagged as an outlier warranting further

investigation.)
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A procedure is also needed to optimize event identification accuracy if more

information is available. If training data are available for more than one class of events
or as we learn how to transport discriminants from one region to another, a robust
classification method is needed that can use this information rigorously to minimize

identification error rates. Together the outlier and classification tests allow monitoring to
be performed under the range of training data availability that will be encountered and do
not rely on fixed discrimination rules that may not apply to a new region.

Even so, it is clear that additional useful information regarding seismic
discriminants for all event types will lead to more events being identified correctly.
Thus, it is vital that we understand why discriminants work in particular regions and

determine how they can be transported from regions for which data are abundant to those

where data are lacking.

Based on these motivating factors, this portion of the project has in. .,. -d two

distinct efforts: (i) Analysis of discriminant distributions and their transportability; (ii)

Development and event identification applications of statistical methods for outlier

detection and classification.

Discriminant Distributions and Transportability Analysis

We are in the process of performing a statistical study of the distributions of

seismic amplitude ratios and their transportability using data for a set of 114 nuclear tests

conducted at 7 Soviet test sites and recorded at 11 seismic stations within the former

Soviet Union. The majority of tests were conducted at 4 Semipalatinsk test sites

(Balapan NE, Balapan SW, Degelen and Murzhik) and the Matochkin Shar site at NZ.

The 11 Soviet stations are at Apatity (APA), Arti (ARU), Bodaybo (BOD), Chusal

(CHS), Fruenze (FRU), Norilsk (NRI), Novosibirsk (NVS), Obninsk (OBN), Talaya

(TLY), Tupik (TUP) and Uzhgorod (UZH). Soviet seismic data are also available for

explosions at Azghir, two locations in Central Siberia and one location near Lake Baikal

(Israelsson, 1992); however, we focused on the tests at Semipalatinsk and NZ.

RMS amplitude data for P* and Lg, in frequency bands at 0.5-1.0, 1.0-2.0, 2.0-4.0

and 4.0-6.0 Hz, were provided to us by Schwartz (1992). (P* denotes the RMS amplitude

in the first 20 second of the P wave. Also, Amplitudes in the three highest frequency

bands were provided for only a small number of NZ events.) Waveforms at each station

were normalized for instrument response to a common instrument at OBN. This is a
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similar data set to the one analyzed by lsraelsson (1992). Most of these events were in
the mb magnitude range of 4.8-6.0. Although they are considerably larger than those

expected to stress the limits of CTBT or NPT monitoring capabilities, this is a unique
data set that warrants full investigation simply because it involves such a large number of

nuclear explosions, paths and stations.

The objectives of this analysis are to determine (1) what the discriminant

distributions are so that identification error rates can be estimated on a region by region

basis, (2) on what distance scales and for what geological characteristics do regions need

to be divided in order to monitor them effectively, and (3) what information is needed to
transport discriminant distributions from one site-station combination to another so that

new events can be identified and error rates estimated in regions lacking data. To do this

we looked at each phase (P* and Lg in this study) used in discriminants such as amplitude

ratios, normalized by an independent measure of source size, namely, ISC world-wide

mb. Looking at each phase individually was done to determine how each is subject to

path variability. We then tested the variances for equality for various paths, as well as the

means before and after applying distance and station corrections. The purpose of the

corrections is to remove biases in the means due to propagation and near-station geology

effects; the corrections do not affect the variances.

Following Israelsson (1992), we used a linear model to separate log RMS

amplitudes into source, distance, station and random error contributions. It is important

to note that the model we used assumes that distance corrections depend only on distance

for western Eurasia and not individual receiver-source geology. A single attenuation

coefficient for Eurasia is estimated from the data. For P amplitudes we used empirical

Slunga-Veith-Clawson distance corrections for Eurasia (GSE/SW/62, 1988) which

depend on distance but not on the specific path. For Lg amplitudes an analytic

expression for the geometrical spreading (Nuttli, 1986) was used and the attenuation

coefficient was treated as one of the unknown parameters estimated from data.

Jih and Lynnes (1992) discuss an alternative model in the context of estimating
source size, in which each path has its own attenuation coefficient which is solved for

simultaneously to solving for the other unknown parameters of the model. This model is
more appealing from the standpoint of treating the path differences in more detail and

removing path biases from the means. However, for purposes of understanding

transportability, it is hoped that the linear model with a single attenuation coefficient for
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Eurasia is adequate. If not., we will need to know attenuation coefficients accurately over
a relatively fine global grid, requiring either considerable data or a priori knowledge.
This may tend to defeat the whole program of transporting discriminants.

Using the linear model with a single attenuation coefficient (for each phase in
each frequency band) for Eurasia, tests of hypothesis based on the F-distribution for the
variances and Student's t-distribution for the means were applied to the path and station
corrected amplitudes. Since there was very little data for NZ in the higher frequency
bands we concentrated on the 0.5-1.0 Hz band. At 0.05 significance level we found that
roughly 78% (60%) of the variances and 41% (53%) of the means for log RMS P* (Lg)
amplitudes were accepted by the tests as equal. Uniform distance corrections for Eurasia
and the assumption of similar source coupling at NZ and Semipalatinsk do not remove all
of the path bias but it remains to be seen whether the remaining biases for explosions are
significant as compared to the differences in earthquake and explosion means. We are in
the process of acquiring earthquake data for similar paths and more high frequency data

for NZ events. We intend to complete this study under a follow-on contract and report
our results in detail at a later time.

Statistical Methods for Seismic Event Identification

The main thrust of our event identification work and the body of this report are
focused on algorithm development and application to statistical discriminant analysis of

seismic events. We have developed outlier detection (Baek et al., 1992) and

classification (Baek et al., 1993; Gray et al., 1993) methods to perform event

identification under a wide range of training set availability conditions and to treat the

statistical distributions of discriminants rigorously. Among other applications, we show

how the outlier test can be used to detect peculiar events in data sets lacking ground-truth,

to "script-match" mining blasts to associate them with particular mines (e.g., Baumgardt,
1987), or to monitor new regions for which training events of only one type may be
available. The classification test is based on a similar methodology but provides more
accurate event identification for cases in which training data are available for more than
one class of events.

We have also implemented a number of preliminary algorithms, tests and data

transformations to be applied to training sets to (1) ensure that appropriate assumptions of

the statistical event identification tests hold, (2) treat missing data values in the training

set, and (3) select the optimal set of discriminants which minimize misclassification
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errors. The combination of these techniques provides a robust statistical framework to
identify seismic events and estimate error rates rigorously under extremely general or
limited conditions. We are combining these algorithms into a single software package
with an X Window graphical user interface under a separate but strongly related project.

We have applied these methods to identification problems using features that were
extracted from seismic waveform analysis performed by Baumgardt (1993a) using the
Intelligent Seismic Event Identification System (ISEIS) (e.g., Baumgardt et al., 1991).
Data sets used in our analysis include earthquakes and quarry blarzs in the Vogtland
region in Germany, quarry blasts in the Kola Peninsula, earthquakes in the Steigen region
in Norway and in the direction of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge relative to ARCESS, and
nuclear explosions at NZ. These events were recorded at combinations of ARCESS,
GERESS and NORESS.

The main body of this report includes descriptions of the outlier and classification
tests, as well as the supporting algorithms to optimize their use and rigor. Results of
applications to regional data sets are presented below to illustrate how these methods can
be used for CTBT or NPT monitoring applications under less than ideal circumstances.
Among analyses performed, we show how the outlier test can be used to monitor
successfully new regions with limited training data and that the classification test
improves event identification accuracy as more information becomes available. A study
was also performed in which training sets are contaminated intentionally with a few

events of other types to determine if the outlier test can detect them. Last, we applied the
tests to event identification of a regional event of unknown type recorded at ARCESS
which occurred on Novaya Zemlya on 31 December 1992. This application has also been
included as a paper by Fisk and Gray (1993) in a volume of papers by several sets of
authors compiled by Ryall (1993b) on this event.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the crucial statistical issues associated with seismic event identification

are (1) availability of useful training sets and (2) complicated statistics of discriminants.

Data sets for new regions of interest may be extremely limited. Path differences often

prohibit direct application of training sets or discrimination rules to new regions.

Ground-truth data sets are being established (e.g., Grant et al., 1993) but it is a very

tedious process. Consequently, regions may have to be monitored before applicable

ground-truth data sets can be established.

In addition, discrimin-mts rarely have normal distributions, and the distribution

type and covariance structure typically differ from one event type to the next (e.g.,

Baumgardt, 1992b; Baumgardt et al., 1992). Some very useful discriminants are in fact

discrete rather than continuous and should he treated accordingly. In many cases some of

the discriminant values are missing for particular events. Missing values may be due to

blockage or strong attenuation of particular seismic phases, poor signal-to-noise,

interference by other events, or instrument malfunction, for example. Techniques are

needed to make use of partial data for events in training sets rather than simply discarding

particular discriminants or events with missing values.

Combinations of these and other issues have limited useful application of many

statistical discriminant analysis methods in the past. It is vital, however, for monitoring

applications that these issues are all addressed with statistical rigor so that classification

accuracy can be optimized and so that estimated identification probabilities and error

rates have precise meaning. Improper treatment of discriminant statistics can lead to

unnecessary misclassifications and biased estimates of error rates.

To address these issues MRC and SMU have developed and applied statistical

methods for outlier detection (Baek et al., 1992) and classification (Baek et al., 1993).

The methods, based on the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) and bootstrap techniques,

have considerable flexibility to rigorously treat a mixture of continuous (e.g., amplitude

and spectral ratios, spectral and cepstral variances, etc.) and discrete (e.g., presence of

cepstral peaks, seismicity, deep/shallow, offshore/onshore, etc.) features, normal or non-

normal statistics, equal or unequal covariance matrices, and even different distribution

functions for different event types. The methods are presented in detail in Section 2.

There is also extensive literature on likelihood ratio and bootstrap techniques, although
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not used together nor with as much generality. For reviews see Anderson, 1984; Seber,

1984; Johnson and Wichern, 1988).

The GLR outlier test is particularly useful for situations in which training data is
limited to one class. Here a hypothesis test is performed to determine whether an event
belongs to the same population as the training data or not. For example, when monitoring
a new region there may only be a handful of previously recorded events. In fact, we may
not even know what the event type is for a particular set. The GLR outlier test can still

be applied to flag peculiar events that are not "business as usual." A related application
of the outlier test is to test training sets which lack ground-truth for possible
contamination. In this way, peculiar events can be flagged for further expert analysis or
corroboration with bulletins, etc. Thus, the GLR outlier test allows monitoring to be
performed under conditions for which minimal or contaminated information is available.

For situations where more information is available the GLR classification method
is an improved procedure to optimize event identification accuracy. Here training data
for all available classes are used and the event in question is allocated into one of two or
more classes. (Our classification routine treats only two populations at present, so we
adopt a sequential testing procedure for cases of more than two classes.) In addition to
proper treatment of discriminMnt statistics, the Bootstrap GLR method allows the overall
cost of misclassification to be minimized or, alternatively, the false alarm rate associated
with misclassifying a particular event type (e.g., nuclear explosions) to be controlled.
The latter approach is particularly important since for most monitoring applications we
want to limit the number of undetected nuclear explosions to a very small number.

There are known methods for controlling the false alarm rate for the case where
normal distributions with the same covariance matrix are assumed. Our approach,
however, can be applied to not only this case but to the case of normal distributions with
different covariance matrices and the case of a mixture of discrete and continuous
variables. The method can, in fact, be applied to any distribution for which the maximum
likelihood estimates exist.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
statistical discriminant analysis methods, as well as preliminary training set analyses
which are applied to ensure that appropriate assumptions, employed by the discriminant

analysis methods, hold. In Section 3 we present applications to various monitoring
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scenarios using data sets with a high degree of ground-truth. We describe the regional
training sets and discriminants used and present novel multivariate graphical displays of

discriminants as a means to better visualize comparisons of event characteristics as a
whole. We also describe results of preliminary training set analyses and specific

monitoring applications. In Section 4 we present results of identification analysis applied

to the seismic event that occurred on Novaya Zemlya on 31 December 1992. In Section 5

we provide our conclusions and recommendations for further work.

2. STATISTICAL MErTHODS

2.1. Motivation for Bootstrap Generalized Likelihood Ratio Tests

Both the outlier detection and classification approaches are based on the same

methodology of the likelihood ratio and the boontrap. Likelihood ratio tests are well-

established statistical techniques that have been used for a variety of applications to test

statistical hypotheses. For example, they have been used to test for equality of means,
variances, correlations and covariance matrices, independence of random variables,

linearity of regression relations, etc. (For reviews of these and other applications, see

Anderson, 1984; Seber, 1984). They have also been used in the past t test for outliers or
to classify events, usually under the assumption of multivariate normality. They are

widely used because they can in principle be applied to test any hypothesis for which the

likelihood functions exist and they usually have good power characteristics.

The basic idea behind the likelihood ratio test is to form the ratio of likelihoods

S= max L(under null hypothesis)

max L(under alternative hypothesis)

where the numerator is computed under the null hypothesis that is being tested, given the

data, and the denominator is computed under the alternative hypothesis, given the data.

Since the true parameters are unknown, maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) are
computed, subject to the constraints of the particular hypothesis, and inserted into the

likelihoods. This yields the ratio of maximized likelihoods. Intuitively, small values of

LR indicate that the null hypothesis should be rejected.
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For example, the null hypothesis might be that the means of two populations are
equal (A =- 2) and the alternative is that they are not (Al * Aji). Given two samples of

data, the MLE of a only one mean is estimated from the pooled samples under the null
hypothesis and inserted into the likelihood, while under the alternative each mean is

estimated separately from the two samples.

For either the outlier or classification tests, the likelihood ratio test statistic is a
mathematical mapping of the multivariate discriminants for the all of the training events
and the new event in question into a single univariate variable. Given the discriminant
values for the training data and new event, the value of the likelihood ratio is simply a
number that measures how likely it is that the new event belongs to a particular class of
events versus the alternative that it does not. In general the likelihood ratio is a randomly
distributed variable just as the training data and new event are considered to be random
samples. We need to know the distribution of the likelihood ratio in order to know how
to set the critical value of the test of hypothesis.

Even if the discriminants have normal distributions, the distribution of the
likelihood ratio is quite complicated in general. Anderson (1973) and Kanazawa (1979)
obtained asymptotic forms of the likelihood ratio distribution for large sample sizes from
multivariate normal distributions with equal covariance matrices assumed. Application to
discrininants with unequal covariance matrices, arbitrary distributions, or the inclusion
of continuous and discrete discriminants makes determination of even asymptotic forms
of the likelihood ratio distribution intractable for most cases.

If numerous samples of the training data and the new event to be tested were
available, the distribution could be estimated empirically. Unfortunately this is almost
never the case. This situation has arisen in many statistical problems in the past, which
has led to development of the jackknife and bootstrap (Efron, 1979, 1982) resampling
techniques. Here we use the parametric bootstrap to numerically generate random
samples of data using the distribution assumed for the likelihood with parameters
estimated from the original data. Inserting the bootstrapped data in the likelihood ratio
for many samples allows the distribution of the likelihood ratio to be estimated. Given
the bootstrap distribution of the likelihood ratio, the critical value is set so that the test has
a specified significance level. The parametric bootstrap algorithms for the outlier and
classification tests are described explicitly in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2, respectively.
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The key innovation of our approach is the combination of the likelihood ratio and
the bootstrap techniques. This permits application to any distribution for which the

MLEs exist, while controlling the false alarm rate of a particular type of event. The

bootstrap also allows classification to be performed in the conventional sense in which a

loss function associated with misclassifying all types of events is minimized. Thus
discriminant statistics can be treated rigorously regardless of how complicated they are
and we can specify how we want to control the misclassification probabilities.

2.2. Generalized Likelihood Ratio Outlier Test

2.2.1. Overview

A statistic commonly used for outlier detection is Wilks' statistic (Wilks, 1963),
which is based on the likelihood ratio under the assumptions of multivariate normality

and equal covariance matrices. It is easily shown that Wilks' statistic is equivalent to

Hotelling's T2 statistic (Anderson, 1984) which is generally used for testing the equality

the means of two normal populations. Caroni and Prescott (1992) showed that a
hypothesis-testing approach with the likelihood ratio statistic can be used successfully for

outlier detection for multivariate normal distributions. Here we extend the formalism to
treat a combination of discrete and continuous variables with arbitrary distributions.

The statistic on which the outlier test is given by the ratio of the maximized

likelihood computed under the null hypothesis that the event in question belongs to the

same class as the training set, to the maximized Hikelihood computed under the alternative

hypothesis that it does not belong to this class. The bootstrap technique is used to set the
critical value of the test such that the false alarm rate is fixed. Figure 1 shows a

schematic of this procedure, where the distribution of the likelihood ratio is obtained by
bootstrapping. The critical value is set such that there are only 100a% of the

earthquakes, in this example, in the tail that would be rejected falsely, where (% is the

significance level of the test Values of the likelihood ratio less than the critical value are

rejected as belonging to the same population.

It is important to understand what the outcome of this test means at a given
significance leveL Intuitively, the outlier test determines whether an event is similar or
significantly different than events in the training set, based on the discriminant values of

the event being tested relative to the distribution for the training data. If the null
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hypothesis is rejected, the outlier test makes no statement as to which other class of

events the tested event might belong. The significance level is the probability that an
event is rejected when it saould not be, i.e., when it actually belongs to the same

population as the training sample.

Outlier Test Likelihood Ratio

Critica I value Earthquake
D istributio n

Explosion
X

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating tie outlier test based on the generalized likelihood
ratio and the bootstrap procedure.

For example, if an event i. rejected as belonging to the class of nuclear explosions
at the 0.025 significance level, then we can say that this event has been rejected as a

nuclear explosion with a 2.5% probability of falsely rejecting explosions. Thus, if an
event is rejected at a small significance level, the probability that a mistake was made is

also small. Unfortunately, the significance level of the test does not have a simple

relation to the probability that the event was accepted when it should not have been. This

probability depends on unknown distributions for other types of events.

2.2.2. Methodology

Following Baek et al. (1992), suppose for each event the vector c" discriminants
V = (ZX) is used to characterize the event type, where Z = (Z, ... , Z,)' are discrete

variables and X = (X,,...,X,)' are continuous ones. (The primes denote the vector

transpose.) Let f(vlO')) be the probability or probability density function of V

evaluated at v, given the set of parameters 0"(). Suppose also that a training sample for
N events, vi,...,VN E xrj, are available from a single population x, and that a new
observation vN.* must be classified as whether or not it belongs to the same population as
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the training sample. Allocation of VN. 1 as an outlier or not is accomplished by testing the

hypothesis

HO:vl,.... ,v..l e rl versus Hl:vl, ....V.N e rIl,VI 1  •.1 (1)

We use the generalized likelihood ratio to construct a test. The likelihood of the training

sample is given by

N

L(0()Ivl,,...,vJ,)=1If(vhi9(1)). (2)
ju.l

The likelihood of a new observation is LZ((2) IvN+÷) = f(VN+l 0I(2)). Testing the

hypothesis in Equation (1) is equivalent to testing Ho:09() = 9(2) versus H:1:OW) 0(2).

Using these expressions for the likelihoods, the generalized likelihood ratio is given by

A = L2(bo•)lvv,,)L(6 1)lIvI,...,vN) (3)

where 6o() is the MLE of 0(1) under the null hypothesis and 6,0) and 62) are the MLEs of

0') and 0(') under the alternative hypothesis.

It intuitively follows that small values of A provide evidence against HO and thus

the generalized likelihood ratio test is: reject Ho if A : A,, where A, is the critical value
such that the test has a significance level. That is, if we know the distribution of A given

that the null hypothesis is true, ft (I IHO), the critical value A. is set such that

P[;(A < •aIHo] = ld?,f,(AlHo) = a (4)

This is the false alarm rate or Type I error rate of the test. It is the probability that an
event is rejected as belonging to x, when in fact it does belong.

In most cases it is difficult to obtain a closed form expression for the distribution

of A. The distribution, however, can be approximated by using the bootstrap method.
Since the form of the probability density function f(vl06)) is assumed known, the

bootstrap samples can be obtained from the density function. This is called the
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parametric bootstrap (Efron, 1979) and we employ it here. The algorithm consists of
performing the following steps:

L Compute 0 from vl,...,vN

2. Generate random samples v;,...,v'÷. fromf(vI 6)

3. Compute X, (= A computed from v;,...,v;÷1 ) (5)
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 M times

5. Set Xa from empirical (bootstrap) distribution of X

= int(a(M+ 1)) smallest value of ({j}.

The critical value is set in step 5 such that 100a% of the test events, bootstrapped under
HO, are rejected (MacLachlan, 1987). This provides an approximate a significance level

test.

2.2.3. Spedfic Case

To clarify this formalism it is useful to illustrate the method for a particular case.

Suppose that there is a single discrete variable, Z =0 or 1, which has a Bernoulli
distribution and the continuous variables have a multivariate normal distribution. For
example, the discrete variable could be "presence of cepstral peaks" indicative of a ripple-

fired mining blast To simplify the following expressions for the sake of illustration,
assume that the continuous variables are independent of the discrete one. (See Baek et
al., 1992, for treatment of correlated discrete multinomial and continuous multivariate
normal variables.) Also, assume that there is a single covariance matrix since in this
setting there is insufficient evidence to suggest otherwise. In this case the likelihoods are
given by

L(9(1)lv,-...,v,) = p(lm( - p)Nv- 1{(2 Y)P(-I2 xiuo))Z-(x, _.u())) (6)"2 iml

L4(e' 2Olv v,1) =p(l- p2) 1-I((2x)Pl-}11/ 2 exp(--l(x 1 -_t1 2 )'Z' (xN , _X1 - (2)}, (7)
2

where m is the number of training events whose discrete value is 1, 1 = 0 or 1 is the
discrete value for the new event, and p1 and p2 are the probabilities of obtaining an
observation with a discrete value of 1 for the populations from which the training set and
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the new event, respectively, were sampled. These probabilities are equal if the null

hypothesis is true.

Under the null hypothesis Ho the MLEs ( 60o) = 0o92)) are given by

Ao P20 =(m+-)/(N+l)

I N+ 1

=W =(2 l Xi (8)
N+I .

and under the alternative hypothesis Hi the MLEs ( 9) 2)) are given by

A 1 =mlN, ^,2 =I(=Oorl)
^ (9)

-- 1) N

Using Equations (6)-(9) and performing some simplifying algebra, the likelihood ratio

defined in Equation (3) is given by

"(m+, I"" +I (,NNl-1-

-N + I-) N+l1 0LA = N_= ... q (10)

Note that in the absence of the discrete Bernoulli variable, the part of the expression in

Equation (10) involving the covariance matrix estimates is equivalent to Wilks' likelihood

ratio statistic (Wilks, 1963) which is commonly used for outlier detection for the case of

a multivariate normal distribution. To set the critical value of the test we use the

algorithm expressed in (5) where the bootstrap samples are generated from Bernoulli and

multivariate normal distributions. This example illustrates how the likelihood ratio can

be generalized to include discrete variables. In fact, any set of discrete and continuous

variables can be included, provided their joint probability density function is defined and

the MLEs exist.
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Baek et al. (1992) investigated the performance of the test based on the likelihood
ratio defined in Equation (10) with simulations. They examined how well the bootstrap
estimate of the critical value X, approximates the true critical value A, as functions of
the Bernoulli probabilities p, and p2 and separations of the means py and /1. Since the

parameters were known for the simulation, a very precise estimate of the true critical

value was obtained using a Monte Carlo procedure. They found that for a training

sample size of 100 the bootstrap estimate of the critical value is nearly identical to the

true value.

2.3. Generalized Likelihood Ratio Classification Test

2.3.1. Overview

Classical approaches for discriminant analysis in two populations rely on the ratio
of the probabilities or probability density functions. The classification rule based on the
ratio is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the total probability of misclassification
(Welch, 1939) or the total cost of misclassification (Anderson 1984, Chapter 6). Under
the assumptions of normality, equal covariances, and unknown parameters for the
variables, Anderson (1951) derived a classification rule based on the linear discriminant

function, which is known as Anderson's W statistic, by substituting estimates for the
parameters in the ratio. When the covariance matrices are not equal, replacing each
parameter by its estimate gives the classical quadratic discriminant function (Seber, 1984,
p297; Anderson, 1984, p235).

Among other classification rules is a hypothesis-testing approach which is derived
by obtaining the generalized likelihood ratio. This rule, based on the assumption of
normal distributions with equal covariance matrices, was proposed by Anderson (1958),

studied by John (1963), and has become known as John's Z statistic. Krzanowski (1982)
extended this approach to mixed discrete and continuous variables. For more
discriminant procedures in the mixture case, see Knoke (1982), Krzanowski (1975, 1979,
1980), and Tu and Han (1982).

Most of these classical classification rules allocate the event to be classified to one
of the populations if the ratio is less than a cut-off point, and to the other otherwise. The
cut-off point is usually based on the probabilities of drawing an observation from the

individual populations and/or the costs of misclassification. Associated with these
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procedures are the resulting misclassification probabilities. However, when one of the

probabilities of misclassification is extremely important, one may want to determine the

cut-off point to allow this probability of misclassification to be prespecified. When the p-

dimensional characteristic variable is multivariate normal and the covariance matrices of

two populations are equal, Anderson (1973) and Kanazawa (1979) obtained
asymptotically normal expansions of the distribution of the W and Z statistics,
respectively, which are used to find the cut-off point for a fixed value of the particular

misclassification probability. In other cases (e.g., for unequal covariance matrices, non-
normal distributions, or a mixture of continuous and discrete variables, etc.) it is very
difficult to derive the asymptotic distribution of the classification rules analytically since

they are usually nonlinear.

The objective here is to develop a classification rule for which one of the
misclassification probabilities can be controlled, and that can also be applied to any

mixture of continuous and discrete variables for which the likelihood function is defined.

The proposed classification procedure is constructed by applying the bootstrap to the
generalized likelihood ratio. Although the approach in which we fix one of the

misclassification probabilities is actually a test of hypothesis, we show how the bootstrap
GLR method can also be used for classification in the classical sense, whereby

minimizing the expected cost of misclassification.

The test statistic for classification into one of two groups is similar to the

likelihood ratio for the outlier test except that now it is given by the ratio of the

maximized likelihood computed under the null hypothesis that the event being tested

belongs to one of the classes, to the maximized likelihood computed under the alternative

hypothesis that the event belongs to the other class. Small values of the likelihood ratio

indicate that the event does not belong to the first class. The bootstrap technique is used

here to set the critical value of the test at fixed significance level. Figure 2 shows a

schematic of this procedure. The distribution on the right is obtained by bootstrapping,

where the new event is sampled from the explosion population, in this example, while the

distribution on the left is obtained by sampling the new event from the earthquake
population. The critical value is set such that there are only lO0a% of the explosions in

the tail that would be rejected falsely, where a is the significance level.

The classification test is similar to the outlier test in that it determines whether the

event in question should be rejected as belonging to a particular class of events. In this
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case, however, the test makes use of training data for two event types, allowing the event

to be classified preferentially as one or the other type of event. The significance level,

now set with respect to one of the two classes, is still the probability that a new event is

rejected as belonging to that particular class when it should not be rejected.

Classification Ukelihood Ratio

Critical value
Earthquake Explosion
Distribution Distribution

New event

Figure 2. Schematic illustrating classification based on the generalized likelihood

ratio and the bootstrap procedure.

For example, suppose we use both nuclear explosion and earthquake training data

to classify an event in question. If the event is rejected as belonging to the nuclear

explosion class, with the significance level set at 0.025 with respect to that class, then we
can say that it was rejected with only 2.5% probability of falsely rejecting an explosion.

Thus the event is classified in this case as looking more like an earthquake than an

explosion with only 2.5% probability of it actually being an explosion. As before, the

significance level does not have a simple relation to the probability that the event is
correctly identified as an earthquake given that it actually was an earthquake. However,

this probability can be estimated straightforwardly, based on the critical value of the test

and the distribution of the discriminants for the earthquake class.

Furthermore, a rejection that it was an explosion does not mean that the event

could not be of some other type not included in the training set, only that its classification

as an earthquake is preferred to classification as an explosion in this example. However,

the test does make a strong statement about the event not being an explosion. So in this
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sense, rejections of hypothesis at fixed significance level are much more meaningful in
order to say that an event is not of a given type than it is to say that the event belongs to a
particular class.

2.3.2. Methodology

Following Baek et al. (1993), suppose for each event the vector of discriminants
V = (Z,X) is used to characterize the event type, where Z =(Z,...,Z,)' are discrete

variables and X = (X,,...,X,)' are continuous ones. Let f (vA0()) be the joint probability
or probability density function of V evaluated at v, if v comes from population x,
given the set of unknown parameters 8('). Suppose also that we have training samples

v,.,v)] of size N1 and {v(,. .,V,) of size N2 from populations x, and x,

respectively, and that a new observation v must be classified as from either x, or x2.

Classification of v is accomplished by testing the hypothesis

Ho: v,() (1) 6 X; V (2)

versus (01)
H,:~ ~ v(..'V()(2) w(2)1, A o6."-,° x ; -,-J, .... ,-, 6 Xr2.

We use the generalized likelihood ratio to construct a test. The likelihood of the training

sample is given by

N, N.
L(()021()..V1; () (2) _ ) f)(2 2

NJ V1; 9 ... ) 9 = ff(V5)I (1))fJjf2 (V(219(2)). (12)
j-1 k.,

If the new event to be classified is included with the training sample from x,, the

likelihood is multiplied by 1,(0(')1v)= fi(vl0(0). Thus the generalized likelihood ratio
for classification is given by

40, Iv)L(&•t~) I . I()b(2)1V(o) (1). v(2) .',(2))
i'"0 ,'J z.,"'0 , 0 .- t N1 9 1 9-.--(13Ac" & t(2),.V)L t(&') &i2)I,,o) ,(). _(2)'.. (2v))'913

Jn'•.Vl wls 1 1 " --1 "--N!• V1 V N2

where 6o) is the MLE of 0() under HO and 6(') is the MLE of 0(') under H1, for i = 1,2.

It intuitively follows that small values of A.. provide evidence against Ho and
thus the generalized likelihood ratio test is: reject H0 if Ak. <5 A, where A.= is the

13



critical value such that the test has a significance level. That is, if we know the

distribution of A,,. given that the null hypothesis is true, fI,(A&,IHo), the critical
value A. is set such that P[Ad -5, A 1Ho] = a. This is the significance level or Type I
error rate of the test. It is the probability that Ho is rejected when it should be accepted.

As for the likelihood ratio for outlier detection, it is difficult in most cases to
obtain a closed form expression for the distribution of A., Thus, we estimate the
distribution using the parametric bootstrap method (Efron, 1979). The algorithm consists
of performing the following steps:

L Compute P) from ,,(i =1,2

2. Generate random samples vN(,...,v) fromfi(vl10)), i= 1,2

3. Generate random sample v* fromf1 (vi A))2 l•* t,(1) W°( *1) 2) _.'*(2))

4. Compute A*, = ,.(v.* ,'-,..., ,- ,.-.,, ) (14)

5. Repeat steps 2- 4 M times

6. Set A. from empirical (bootstrap) distribution of X.,

X, = int(a(M + 1)) smallest value of {•,mj})m.

Using the bootstrap estimate of the critical value provides an approximate a significance

level test (MacLachlan, 1987).

The generalized likelihood ratio in Equation (13) can also be used to establish a

classification rule based on minimizing the expected cost of misclassification. In this

case the cut-off value can be determined by generating bootstrap samples of test events,

as in step 3 of the algorithm expressed in (14), from both classes instead of just the first,

to estimate both types of probabilities of misclassification P(211) = P[E.: s ;.L.HO] and

P(112) = P[;_ > A.jIH1]. Here, instead of setting the critical value so that P(211) = a

is fixed, the cut-off Ami. is set such that the sum q~c(21l)P(21l)+q 2c(112)P(l12) is

minimized, where c(211) and c(112) are the costs of the two types of misclassification and

q, denotes the probability (q, + q2 = 1) that an event is observed from x, i = 1,2.

In practice q, is estimated by the relative proportion of a particular type of event

and the costs of misclassification are specified by the relative importance of each type of

error. (Note that only the ratio of the costs is important.) Specifying the relative costs is
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somewhat subjective, although qualitatively the cost of misclassifying a nuclear
explosion is much higher than the other costs, i.e., c(EQIQB)-c(QBIEQ) while
c(EQIEX) >> c(EXIEQ). If the costs are taken to be equal, this procedure is equivalent
to minimizing the total error rate. If the probabilities of observing events from the two
populations are also approximately equal, this procedure is equivalent to minimizing the
total probability of misclassification (see Anderson, 1984, Chapter 6).

For a mixture of correlated discrete and continuous variables, we follow the
treatment of Olkin and Tate (1961). If the jth discrete variable Z, has k, categories (i.e.,
possible values), for j = 1,...,r, then the vector of discrete variables Z may be expressed
as a multinomial random variable Yf( Y,..., )', where Y. =0 or1, m=l ,...,k,

Ik. 1 Y. =1, k = l'-. k,. Each distinct pattern of Z defines a cell of Y uniquely. It is
assumed that the probability of obtaining an observation in cell m for population Xi is

pV, (0:5 p< )• < 1, Y .,1 p)= 1), i = 1,2.

The probability density function of the continuous variables X is conditional on
the categorical variable Y. That is, the distribution of Pn/Sn is treated as conditional on
whether the event was onshore or offshore, for example. Then for the case of a
multivariate normal distribution for the continuous variables, the joint distribution for
population ui is f,(VMO8()) = f,.r(YIOy())fi,.r(XIOx,,Y), where Or" = (pf'),..., p) and

6y= (u1(0,()) if Y belongs to cell m.

2.3.3. Specific Cases

Baek et al. (1993) provide explicit expressions for the likelihood ratio for several
cases involving combinations of multinomial and multivariate normal distributions for
equal and unequal covariance matrices. Here, to illustrate the method, we present
expressions for the portion of the likelihood ratio corresponding to multivariate normal
distributions with equal and unequal covariance matrices. Inclusion of an independent
Bernoulli variable is analogous to the derivation of Equation (10) and generalizes
straightforwardly to a correlated multinomial variable. (See Baek et al., 1993, for explicit
expressions for the latter case.)

The likelihood of two training samples from multivariate normal distributions is

given by
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L( )G(2)1X(').... (1), X(22),.._

__12 f xM, (15)

The contribution to the likelihood coming from the new event is

I (9(')Ix) = {(2hz)PII(')I}'" exp{-1 (x -p('))'(t(')) 1(x -. ("I)}. (16)

For the case in which the covariance matrices are equal (1(1) = 1(2) = ), it can be shown

that the MLEs under H0 are given by

N, +I
.(o2) %(•2) (7

S= [A + N_
N, +N 2 +1 [ +I

where -(f) - N, , / N, and A is the pooled expression

2 N , 
MA-=YX x- -))(x4) _'), (18)

and the MLEs under the alternative hypothesis HI are given by

A 0) = -X(I)
SN2 + X (19)

N12+1
I [A (xN))(Xr2)),

N1 , +N 2 +1 L 1"2+1 AXX )J.

Using Equations (15)-(19) and performing some simplifying algebra, the likelihood ratio

defined in Equation (13) is given by
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I Nrr, 1+. _+ .< - =-<:' - 1 <+"(N+N +1)2

+"- =( (x (20)

Note that if N2 =0, A, is the same as the factor in the outlier likelihood ratio in Equation
(10) corresponding to the multivariate normal variables.

For the case in which the covariance matrices are unequal (1:0) 1 ; 2)), it can be

shown that the MLEs under Ho are given by

0o,,(1_ NH +x

o = _)_1 A M + N . -x X.,>)(x - j_ l ), (21)

0 N, L ,I+ I
4(2) 1- 2

where
N,+

A'= (xT - x-i)(xXT - H+e)) (22)
Jul

and the MLEs under the alternative hypothesis Hi are given by

A(2) N 21 2 ) + x
N2 +1

( 1 (23)

T(2) N --1 [A(2) + N-- ( -X-))(x _x 2x )
N2 ÷+1. N2+1 .

Using Equations (15), (16), (21)-(23) and performing some simplifying algebra, the
likelihood ratio defined in Equation (13) in this case is given by
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2 (24)
N212 i + 45( V) (2)Xj<2) JN3+1)12 (41)N+'' rN -~ Y2 (A2 y'(-_i + +- .+ 1)<":+,>''-j [1 +..,-(X -'!('i) (A<1))-'(x - V')] ÷>' "

Applications of 1, and A2 to seismic data are presented in Section 3.

Baek et al. (1993) investigated the performance of the classification test in three
cases: normal distributions with equal covariance matrix, normal distributions with
unequal covariance matrices, and a mixture of Bernoulli (discrete) and multivariate
normal distributions with unequal covariance matrices. Their simulations showed that
the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistic competes well with the W (Anderson, 1951) and Z
(John, 1963) statistics whose asymptotic distributions are known, for moderate sample
sizes NM = N2= 50 of two dimensional data, when two multivariate normal distributions
with the equal covariance matrix are considered. They also showed that it performs quite
well for both the multivariate normal case with unequal covariance matrices and the case
of a mixture of binary and normal variates, where classical classification rules cannot
control one of the probabilities of misclassification.

Moreover, the methodology considered here can be applied to any mixture of non-
normal discrete and continuous variables, whenever the MLEs exist. It should be noted
that the precision of the test depends on the sample sizes N, and N2, and the bootstrap
replication size M. Small sample sizes may result in MLEs for the parametric bootstrap
which are not close to the true parameter values. Adequate sample sizes for different
dimensions of the classification variable should be studied more fully.

Last, to illustrate the usefulness of the bootstrap generalized likelihood ratio
method for classifying seismic events, they applied it to observations at the ARCESS
array in Norway which consist of mining blasts from two separate mines (f-B6 and HD9)
located in the Kola Peninsula of the former Soviet Union. Fifteen blasts were observed
from mine HB6 and sixteen blasts were observed from mine HD9. They showed that the
discrete variable day-of-week can contribute noticeably to the power of the test.
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2.4. Preliminary Training Set Analyses

2.4.1. Tests for Normality

Since the statistics of most discriminants are in general quite complicated and the

validity of discriminant analysis results depend on their proper treatment, we apply
several tests to training sets to determine whether necessary assumptions hold. Although

the Bootstrap GLR methods do not require that the continuous features are normally
distributed, implementation of the tests simplify greatly if this assumption is made. In

most cases, however, the continuous discriminants do not obey normal statistics.

To remedy this situation we first apply two hypothesis tests to determine whether

the data are normal. Dyer (1974) listed seven tests for normality of which the Wilk-

Shapiro (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) and Anderson-Darling (Anderson and Darling, 1954)

tests are generally the most powerful for a wide range of alternative distributions. The
Wilk-Shapiro test is powerful for detecting skewed distributions and the Anderson-

Darling test is powerful for detecting long-tailed distributions (Pettitt, 1977). In our

analysis both tests are applied to each feature for all classes of events separately.

The Wilk-Shapiro W statistic is given by

W = Iýa¶('n xT (Xi (25)
\•-t J /I-*I

where xo) *... x,) are the ordered observations. The coefficients ain) and percentage

points of W are computed numerically and have been tabulated by Shapiro and Wilk
(1965) and Seber (1984). Small values of Windicate departures from normality.

The Anderson-Darling Aý statistic is given by

Aý = -[± _2 - l){log z + log(l - z.n,4} -n4 (26)

where

9(27)
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s - (X- -)2 1(n -1) and 0 is the distribution function for N(0,1). Normality is

rejected for large values of Aý. For n Z 4 the critical value of the test is given

approximately by a. = a_ (1 + cln"1 + c2n- 2), where a-, c and c2 have been tabulated by

Pettitt (1977) for various significance levels.

2.4.2. Box-Cox Transformations

If the normality is rejected by either test at fixed significance level, the feature is

then transformed using the Box-Cox transformation (Box and Cox, 1964). Special cases

of the Box-Cox transformation are the square root and the logarithm. The procedure

automatically finds a power-law or logarithm transformation that maximizes the normal

likelihood function of the transformed data. In general the Box-Cox transformation takes

the form

x(r) (28)

IJog(x), y = 0 and x > 0,

where x is the original discriminant variable and x() is the transformed variable. (Note
that this set of transformations is continuous in the limit that y -+ 0. Also the restriction

of x > 0 can be circumvented by uniformly translating all values of a given feature for all

classes so that they are all positive. The classification and outlier tests are invariant under
uniform shifts.) The transformed values are inserted into the likelihood function of a
normal distribution with the unknown mean and variance replaced by their maximum

likelihood estimates. This maximizes the likelihood function with respect to the

unknown parameters of the normal distribution given the transformed data, yielding

M - 4 u r -z_•i + (Y- 1)±logX, (29)
" ju~il I M

where n is the number of samples. Given the data, L/-,(y) is a function of the single

variable y. The value of y that maximizes L-.(y) is used as the transformation

coefficient.

Transforming a feature for more than one class of events creates a complication.
If a discriminant is transformed for each class separately, it is not at all obvious Mow a
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new event of unknown type should be transformed, particularly for classical discriminant

analysis approaches. Under a hypothesis testing approach to discriminant analysis, tere

are two options: (i) the event being tested could be transformed according to the class that

corresponds to either the null or alternative hypotheses corresponding to the numerator or
denominator of the likelihood ratio or (ii) a compromise Box-Cox transformation could

be sought that makes the discriminant approximately normal for all classes. Since in

some cases we may wish to consider a classical discriminant analysis approach in which

the cost of misclassification is minimized, we will adopt the latter procedure. ir" this

procedure we maximize the product of normal likelihood functions for all classes with

respect to a single transformation coefficient.

Thi transformation is applied to each discriminant separately. Once transformed,

each discriw.-ant is tested again for normality. Although these transformations do not

ensure normality in every case, we found that the overwhelming majority of features are

accepted as normal after alplying the transformations.

2.43. Tests for Equal Covariance Matrices

Robust application of classification tests also depend on whether covariance

matrices for the features are equal for the various event types. If sample sizes are small

or covariance matrices are not significantly different, using a classification method based

on a pooled estimate of a single covariance matrix is more robust. If the covariance

matrices are significantly different, estimating separate covariance matrices leads to a

classification test with greater power (e.g., Seber, 1984).

We have implemented and applied a hypothesis test based on the F-distribution to

determine whether the individual variances are equal. If any of the variances are unequal

the corresponding covariance matrices are also unequal. However, since equal variances

do not necessarily imply equal covariance matrices, we have also implemented a

procedure to test for equal covariance matrices. A Monte Carlo comparison of several

tests for equality of covariance matrices was given by Pervaiz and Skinner (1990). Based

on their results, we selected a standard-error test provided by Layard (1974) which has

comparable power to other tests under the assumption of normality, while being more

robust to departures from normality.

Note that unless the sample sizes are relatively large, tests for equal covariance

matrices typically have less power to reject cases in which they are unequal than testing
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the variances separately and are usually more computationally intensive. Thus we use the

standard error test for equal covariance matrices only if all variances are first accepted as

equal by the F-test or if the sample sizes are relatively large (-100).

2.4.4. Treatment of Missing Data Values

Another practical statistical issue that arises is that of missing data values. Often
particular seismic phases are censored due to poor signal-to-noise or interference with

other events, which prevents them from being used in discriminants such as Pn/Lg. It is
nevertheless useful to include such events with partial information in the training sets,

rather than discarding them altogether. One approach is mean replacement which simply

replaces a missing value of a particular feature with the mean computed for that feature

from the remaining events. This is a simple procedure but it does not utilize available

information regarding feature correlations. An approach that does so is called the EM

(Estimation-Maximization) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). In the EM algorithm the
sufficient statistics (first and second moments) of the missing values are estimated by
regression analysis, based on MLEs computed from available data. The MLEs are then
updated using the available data and the estimates of the sufficient statistics for the
missing values. The procedure is iterated until the MLEs converge to within a specified

tolerance. This approach has also been used by Jih et al. (1990) to improve estimates of

device yields using regression analysis of partially censored data.

2.4.5. Feature Selection

In many cases, the number of available discriminants can be large (cf. Section 3.1)

and it is not clear from the outset which are the best to use in a given situation. Thus, we
have implemented and applied statistical procedures to select the optimal subset of

discriminants based on training data. Features are first ranked based on error rates

estimated using training data and the GLR classification algorithm for each univariate
case. The leave-one-out technique is used to estimate the error rates. A stepforward

selection procedure (Seber, 1984) is then used on the best univariate features to determine
which set provides the best multivariate discrimination. The stepforward procedure starts

with the best univariate feature and adds successive features as long as there is a

continued reduction in the overall error rate estimate.

Applications of these preliminary training set analyses to seismic data sets are
described in Sections 3.3 and 4.3.
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3. MoNrroRmNG APPLICATIONS

3.1. Data Sets

Feature data used here were obtained from seismic waveform analysis performed
by Baumgardt (1992a) using the Intelligent Seismic Event Identification System (ISEIS)
(Baumgardt et al., 1991). We used two data sets in this study. The first consists of 10
earthquakes and 13 quarry blasts in the Vogtland region of western Bohemia (straddling
Germany and the Czech Republic), which were recorded at GERESS. The second data
set consists of 53 quarry blasts on the Kola Peninsula and 25 earthquakes near Steigen,
Norway, recorded at ARCESS. The Vogtland and Steigen events are included in the CSS

Ground-Truth Database and are discussed in more detail by Grant et al. (1993).

Event locations are shown in Figure 3; squares represent quarry blasts and circles

represent earthquakes. Locations of the ARCESS, GERESS and NORESS arrays are also
shown. The Vogtland region is roughly 180 km northwest of the GERESS array. Only
one Vogtland earthquake was also recorded at NORESS. The Steigen events occurred
roughly 440 knm southwest of the ARCESS array. Baumgardt et al. (1992) argue that
although the Kola mining blasts were not in the same region as the Steigen earthquakes,
they are located at comparable distances from ARCESS and the paths are very similar in
the same shield-type geology. Thus we consider the Kola Peninsula and Steigen events
as a single Kola/Steigen data set. Some, but not all, of these events were also recorded at
NORESS and FINESA. Hence we concentrated on the ARCESS data for these events.

ISEIS feature data include amplitude ratios, Pg/Lg, Pg/Sn, Pn/Lg, Pn/Pg, Pn/Sn,
Rg/Lg, Rg/Sn, and Sn/Lg of either maximum or rms amplitude in 9 frequency bands (0.5-
2.5, 2-4, 2.5-4.5, 3-5, 4-6, 5-7, 6-8, 8-10, and 8-16 Hz), which we denote Pn/Sn(max; 8-
16 Hz), for example, spectral ratios of maximum and rms Lg, Pg, Pn, Rg and Sn in 3

different combinations of frequency bands (2-4 Hz14-6 Hz, 2-5 HzI5-8 Hz, 2-6 Hz/6-10
Hz), and the variance, skewness and kurtosis of detrended spectra and cepstra. (For
further details on these features and how they were computed, see Baumgardt, 1992b;
Baumgardt et al., 1992.) Not all of the features were available for every event and the
total number was reduced from 204 to 5 at most for applications described below.

Scatter plots of Pn/Lg and Pn/Sn ratios of maximum amplitude are shown in
Figure 4. Plots of Pn/Lg are shown on the left and plots of Pn/Sn are shown on the right.
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The upper plots correspond to the Vogtland events recorded by GEC2 and the lower plots
correspond to the Kola/Steigen events recorded by ARAO. The ratios are plotted for 9
frequency bands listed along the bottom frames. It is clear that high frequency Pn/Lg and

PnrSn ratios are effective discriminants for the Vogtland region, particularly in the 8-16
Hz band. Note that the values of the amplitude ratios are very similar for all 9 bands for
the earthquakes while there is considerable variation for the quarry blasts. The variance
within each band is also larger for the quarry blasts.

For the Kola/Steigen events none of the frequency bands exhibit clear separation
of the two event types. As for the Vogtland events, the amplitude ratios for the Kola
quarry blasts have greater variation than the Steigen earthquakes. Baumgardt et al.
(1992) noted that the overlap between the ratios for the two event types indicates that
some of the blasts excite considerable shear wave energy. Unlike amplitude ratios for the
Vogtland blasts, ratios for the Kola blasts do not continue to increase monotonically with
frequency. Rather they tend to peak between 4 to 8 Hz. Thus, we found that Pn/Sn(max;
4-6 Hz), Pn/Sn(max; 5-7 Hz) and Pn/Lg(max; 5-7 Hz) discriminate the best in this region.

Spectral ratios of maximum and rms Lg in 3 frequency band combinations were
also provided by Baumgardt (1992a) for the Vogtland events and are shown in Figure 5.
Except for one quarry blast the two event types separate completely. Baumgardt et al.
(1992) showed that this event was ripple-fired, causing large modulations in the spectrum
which enhance the high frequencies. In contrast to the Vogtland events, Baumgardt et al.
(1992) found that there was almost complete overlap of the Lg spectral ratios for the
Kola/Steigen earthquakes and quarry blasts. We also found that there is nearly total

overlap of the two populations using variance, skewness and kurtosis of either the spectrn
or cepstra. Thus we do not consider them in our analysis.

3.. Multivariate Graphical Displays: Andrews' Plots

In addition to scatter plots we have also generated Andrews' Fourier plots as a
means to visualize how multivariate characteristics of events compare as a whole and to
compare many events simultaneously. Andrews (1972) suggested a useful technique to
represent multivariate data as a 2-dimensional plot using a Fourier series expansion. For

each event the coefficients of the series are the discriminant values that have been
standardized so that all discriminants have the same overall mean and standard deviation
computed over all of the events; this prevents a single discriminant from completely
dominating the plot.
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Andrews' plots for the Vogtland events are shown in Figure 6. The discriminants

used as coefficients of the Fourier series are listed in the upper lefthand legend. The

relative shift upward of the curves for the blasts is due to greater values of Pn/Lg(max; 8-

16Hz). Larger values of Pn/Sn(max;8-16Hz) and Lg spectral ratios for the blasts also

lead to greater amplitudes for the first and second harmonics. From these plots it is easy

to discern quickly that the earthquakes and blasts are considerably different based on

these discriminants.

Andrews' plots for the Kola and Steigen events are shown in Figure 7. Again the

discriminants are listed in the upper lefthand legend. These plots show that the majority
of blasts are considerably different than the earthquakes, based on the amplitude ratios

used, although there is some overlap between the two populations for all three

discriminants. It also shows that there is much greater variation in the discriminants for

quarry blasts than for earthquakes.

3.3. Results of Preliminary Training Set Analyses

An example of the preliminary training set normality analysis is shown in Figure

8. The histogram plots are of Pn/Sn(max; 4-6 Hz) values for the Steigen earthquakes

(left) and Kola blasts (right). The lower frames were produced before the feature values

were transformed and the upper frames correspond to the values after applying the Box-

Cox transformation. The legends in each frame give the results of the tests for normality,

performed at 0.05 significance leveL Before transforming the data, the distributions for

both earthquakes and blasts are skewed and, hence, normality was rejected. The

transformed variable is not skewed and normality is now accepted. Quantile-Quantile

(Q-Q) plots for the same case are shown in Figure 9. Q-Q plots are useful for visualizing

whether data obey normal statistics. If the data are approximately normal, the values of

the sample quantiles computed from the data (square markers) should correspond to the

quantiles of a normal distribution represented by the straight line. Figure 9 shows that the

transformed data are normal to a good approximation.

Similar results for Kola and Steigen events are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for

Pn/Sn(max: 5-7 Hz) and in Figures 12 and 13 for Pn/Lg(max: 5-7 Hz). Normality of the

Box-Cox transformed Pn/Sn(max: 5-7 Hz) values is accepted for both classes, but it is

rejected for the transformed Pn/Lg(max: 5-7 Hz) values. Note that normality of the

untransformed Pn/Lg(max: 5-7 Hz) values is accepted for the Steigen earthquakes but not

for the Kola blasts. In attempting to find a compromise transformation for both classes,
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the transformed Pn/Lg(max: 5-7 Hz) values for the Kola blasts are more nearly normal
than before but the values for the Steigen earthquakes are less normal (Figure 13). This
illustrates the fact that the joint Box-Cox transformation does not guarantee normality.
(Note that the assumption of normality is accepted for this discriminant if the significance
level is set at 0.025.) However, 72 of the 108 ISEIS features we received for the Kola
and Steigen events and 116 of 144 for the Vogtland events were found to be
approximately normal for both classes after applying the Box-Cox transformation.

Figures 14 and 15 show similar Q-Q plots of Pn/Lg(max: 8-16 Hz) and
Pn/Sn(max: 8-16 Hz), respectively, for the Vogtland events. Normality is accepted for
both discriminants in both classes after applying the Box-Cox transformation. Normality
was accepted by both tests for the rms Lg spectral ratio values for the ratio of the 2-5 Hz
to 5-8 Hz bands prior to applying the Box-Cox transformation. Hence, no transformation
was made and a similar plot for this discriminant was not generated.

Note that in many cases the earthquake features are approximately normal even
before transforming the data, while this is rarely the case for mining blast features which
have much more skewed distributions with longer tails at the high end of the amplitude
and spectral ratios.

The F-test was also applied to the features and the hypothesis of equal variances

was rejected in most cases. Based on our ranking procedure we found that Pn/Sn(max; 4-

6 Hz), Pn/Sn(max; 5-7 Hz) and Pn/Lg(max; 5-7 Hz) discriminate the best in the
combined Kola/Steigen region, while Pn/Lg(max; 8-16 Hz), Pn/Sn(max; 8-16 Hz) and the
spectral ratio Lg(rms; 2-5 Hz/5-8 Hz) discriminate the best in the Vogtland region.
Equality of the covariance matrices for these sets of features was rejected in both cases
and, hence, were treated as unequal in the GLR classification tests discussed in the
following section.

3.4. Monitoring a New Region

Suppose that under a CTBT we need to monitor a new region for which a seismic
array has been installed recently and to date has observed only a few of events, e.g.,
earthquakes. As new events are observed, how well does the outlier test perforra for
detecting explosions? If explosion training data also become available, how much more
accurately can we identify events in a particular region using the classification test?
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For the purpose of illustration, consider the hypothetical case in which we are

monitoring the regions surrounding the GERESS and ARCESS arrays for mining blasts.

Assuming that we only have several earthquakes to start with in each region and treating

each blast as a new observation, the GLR outlier test was applied to determine whether

we can detect these events as being different Each earthquake was also tested as a new

event using the leave-one-out procedure. This allows us to estimate the false alarm rate

and, in practice, to determine if there are any suspicious events included in the training

data. In the following the significance level was set at 0.025.

Using the 10 Vogtland earthquakes and Pn/Sn(max; 8-16 Hz), PnILg(max; 8-16

Hz) and Lg(rms; 2-5 HzI5-8 Hz) as discriminants, we found that all 13 Vogtland quarry

blasts were detected as outliers while, appropriately, none of the earthquakes treated as
new events were. Using the 25 Steigen earthquakes and Pn/Sn(max; 4-6 Hz), Pn/Sn(max;

5-7 Hz) and Pn/Lg(max; 5-7 Hz) as discriminants, 51 of 53 (96.2%) Kola blasts were

detected as outliers and 21 of 24 (87.5%) Steigen earthquakes were identified correctly.

The fact that 3 of 24 earthquakes were called outliers when they should not have

been is not particularly detrimental since these events could be investigated further using

other, possibly non-seismic, techniques. A much more significant and positive result is
that a very high percentage (100% and 96.2%) of the events we were trying to monitor

were in fact identified as suspicious without requiring training data for this type of event

In the second part of this analysis, the GLR classification test was trained with

both earthquake and quarry blast data to assess how error rates can be reduced if training

data are available for all relevant event types. Each event was classified using the leave-

one-out procedure. As for the outlier test, all Vogtland events were classified correctly.

For the Kola/Steigen case, 52 of 53 (98.1%) Kola blasts and 23 of 24 (95.8%) Steigen

earthquakes were classified correctly. This illustrates how the classification test provides

greater accuracy over the outlier test for situations where more data are available.

3.5. Visualization of Likelihood Ratio Test Results

A useful way to intuitively convey the results of the GLR classification and

outlier tests is graphically. Since the likelihood ratio statistic mathematically combines

the multivariate discriminants for the all of the training events and the new event in

question into a single univariate variable, the bootstrap distribution of the likelihood ratio

and its value for the event being tested can be plotted easily in 2-dimensions.
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Figure 16 shows graphical representations of the GLR outlier test results for the

Vogtland (upper) and Kola/Steigen (lower) data sets. The plots on the left (right)

correspond to cases for which the earthquake (quarry blast) data sets were used as the
training set, while testing the alternate set. The training and test event sets are listed in

the upper legends and the discriminants used are listed in the legends just below. The

values of the likelihood ratios computed from the training data and each test event are

depicted by the triangles. The distributions shown are smoothed histograms of the

likelihood ratio obtained by bootstrapping 500 samples of the training data and new event

under the null hypothesis H0 , i.e., where the test event is from the same population as the

training events. For example, to produce the distribution in the upper lefthand frame, 500

samples of 10 earthquakes for the training set and 1 earthquake to be tested were

generated randomly from a normal distribution with the same mean and covariance

matrix that were estimated from the actual Vogtland earthquake data. For each random

bootstrap sample, the likelihood ratio is computed, binned and smoothed to generate the

distribution shown. The vertical lines represent the critical values of the tests for various

significance levels listed in the lowest legend in each frame. The critical value is set such

there are only 100a% of the bootstrap test events that are rejected falsely, where events

whose likelihood ratios fall to the left of the critical value are rejected as belonging to the

same population as the training sample at the corresponding significance level

The upper plots show that all Vogtland blasts are outliers of the earthquake

population and vice versa, even at 0.01 significance level or less. The lower lefthand plot

shows that all but two Kola blasts are outliers of the Steigen earthquake population at

0.01 significance level, another is rejected at 0.05 significance level, and the last is not

rejected at any of the significance levels considered. The lower righthand plot shows that

none of the Steigen earthquakes are outliers of the Kola blast population at any of the

significance levels considered.

There are two reasons why the GLR outlier test performed so well for the cases

considered in Section 3.4. First, the likelihood ratio methodology is very powerful which

is why it has been used so extensively in previous statistical analyses. Second, the

variances of the earthquake features are small and there is clean separation between the
Vogtland classes and relatively good separation between the Kola blast and Steigen

earthquake classes. The contrasting results in the lower plots of Figure 16 illustrate a
significant point; namely, even though the separation of the classes are the same for the

two cases, if feature variances are relatively large for the training set, it is much more
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difficult to detect outliers. Sufficient separation between the Vogdand classes allows the
outlier test to overcome the large feature variances of the Vogtland quarry blast data set
(Figure 16, upper righthand frame).

Figure 17 shows similar plots for GLR classification test results for the Vogtland
(upper) and Kola/Steigen (lower) data sets. The two training sets and the test event set
for each case are listed in the upper legends and the discriminants are listed just below as
before. The values of the likelihood ratios computed from the training data and each test
event are depicted by the triangles. Here two bootstrap distributions are plotted for each
case. The HO distributions shown are smoothed histograms of the likelihood ratio
obtained by generating 500 bootstrap samples of the two training sets and a new event
under the null hypothesis HO, i.e., where the test event is from the same population as the
first training set. The H1 distributions are generated similarly except that the bootstrap
test events are sampled from the other population under the alternative hypothesis HI.
The vertical lines represent the critical values of the tests for various significance levels
listed in the lowest legend in each frame. Events whose likelihood ratios fall to the left of
the critical value are rejected as belonging to the same population as the first training set
at the given significance level. The thick vertical line shows the cut-off value of the
classical classification procedure based on minimizing the total misclassification
probability. Events falling to one side or the other of this line are classified with the

corresponding event type.

Figure 17 illustrates a couple of important points. First, the classical cut-off value
is different than, and may be to the right or left of the critical values of the hypothesis test
depending on the training data and the significance level. The hypothesis test approach
controls the percentage of events of the first type that are falsely rejected, while for the

classical approach this false alarm rate varies from case to case but the overall
misclassification probability is minimized. Both approaches are useful in different
settings, the hypothesis testing approach being most useful when misclassification of a
particular type of event is far more serious than other types of misclassification.

Second, using training data for both classes in the classification procedure offers
significant improvement over the outlier test, particularly when the feature variances of
the first training set are large. For example, comparing the lower righthand frames in
Figures 16 and 17, we see that by including the earthquake training data the Steigen
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earthquakes are now rejected in most cases as being Kola blasts by the classification test

while they were not rejected by the outlier tesL

3.6. Contaminated Training Set Study

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the GLR outlier test can be

used to detect contaminating events in training sets which lack ground-truth and to assess

the impact that contaminated data sets can have on error rates if they are used for future

monitoring. To carry out this study, we randomly selected 2 blasts from each data set and

inserted them in the corresponding earthquake sets. We then ran the GLR outlier test on

each event in the contaminated earthquake set using the leave-one-out procedure and the

same discriminants as above. Note that even as either blast is selected as the new event
there is still another blast in the training set, thus making them more difficult to detect. If

an outlier is detected, however, it is removed from the set and the remainder are re-tested.

To make this problem somewhat interesting for the Vogtland data set, we selected

the 2 quarry blasts that are most similar to the earthquakes, rather than selecting 2 at

random. Even so, both blasts were detected on the first pass. If the blasts are not

removed from the earthquake training set, 2 other quarry blasts of the remaining 11 are

undetected when subsequently tested. This analysis was repeated by randomly selecting
2 Kola blasts and inserting them in the Steigen earthquake set. Only one of the blasts was

detected on the first pass, but once removed, the other one was also detected. If the 2

Kola blasts are not removed from the Steigen earthquake training set, 7 of the remaining

51 Kola blasts are undetected when subsequently tested. So the probability of identifying

an event as an earthquake given it was actually a quarry blast, denoted P(EQIQB), goes

from 0 for the uncontaminated case to 18.2% for the Vogtland region. Similarly for the

Kola/Steigen region, P(EQIQB) goes from 3.8% for the uncontaminated case to 13.7%.

Thus, in addition to missing events that are included in training sets erroneously,

identification error rates for future events can be affected substantially. This study shows

that the GLR outlier test can be a useful tool for detecting peculiar events in training sets

which lack ground-truth provided the number of contaminating events is of the order of

20% or less, depending on the discriminants. In practice, peculiar events can be flagged

for further expert analyst review or corroboration with seismic event bulletins.
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4. IDENTIICATION ANALYSIS OF THE 31 DECEMsERt 1992

NOVAYA ZEMLYA EVENT

4.1. Introduction

Based on origin analysis by the Intelligent Monitoring System (Bache et al.,

1990), a small regional event (ML 2.26) occurred at origin time 12/31/92 09:29:24
(GMT), latitude 73.58 and longitude 55.21 on Novaya Zemlya. (We will refer to this

event by its origin identification number, ORID=361575.) Considerable interest in this

event is motivated by its relevance to future CTBT or NPT monitoring scenarios since it

occurred in an area of very low seismicity, had magnitude corresponding to a fully
decoupled I kt nuclear test, and was detected by only a few arrays at regional distances

(Ryall, 1993b). Of further interest is the fact that it occurred in a region where previous

underground nuclear tests had been conducted.

Using amplitude ratios of seismic waveforms recorded at ARCESS, we performed
statistical tests of hypothesis in order to assess the identification of the 31 December 1992

Novaya Zemlya (NZ) event. The outlier detection and classification methods described

in Section 2 were applied to event 361575 using training data for previous nuclear
explosions, earthquakes and quarry blasts with similar (but certainly not identical) paths

to ARCESS. The data sets were provided to us by Baumgardt (1993a), who also used
them to classify this event using an alternative classification approach. The preliminary

training set analyses described in Section 2.4 were also applied to the data sets used here.

In the following, we describe the data sets and discriminants used in the analysis,

results of the preliminary training set analyses, results of the outlier and classification
tests, and our conclusions and recommendations based on this analysis.

4.2. Training Sets and Discriminants

The feature data (discriminant values) used here were obtained from seismic

waveform analysis performed by Baumgardt (1993a) using the Intelligent Seismic Event

Identification System (ISEIS) (Baumgardt et al., 1991). They consist of Pn/Sn ratios of
maximum amplitude in five frequency bands, 4-6, 5-7, 6-8, 8-10, and 8-16 Hz, recorded

by ARAO. Data for four events at NZ were provided, three of which are known nuclear
explosions (EXs) and the fourth is the event in question. For comparison we also used

Pn/Sn(max) in the same five frequency bands for the 53 quarry blasts (QBs) which
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occurred in the Kola Peninsula region, 24 earthquakes (EQs) which occurred in the
Steigen region, and 5 EQs which occurred in the direction of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
relative to ARCESS, near Spitsbergen.

A map of the event and seismic array locations is shown in Figure 18. The circles
represent the EQs in the Steigen region of Norway (lower left) and in the direction of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge (upper center). The squares show the locations of the Kola Peninsula
QBs. The triangles represent the 3 previous EXs at NZ, and the asterisk depicts the
location of the event at NZ on 31 December 1992. The location of the ARCESS array at
which these events were observed is also shown.

A scatter plot of the amplitude ratios for all of these events is shown in Figure 19.
The legend in the upper lefthand comer associates the markers with the event types; event
361575 is listed as RU for regional unknown. The five frequency bands in which the
ratios were computed are listed along the bottom. It is evident that the ratios for event
361575 are significantly different than those for either the NZ EXs or the Steigen EQs in
all frequency bands. There are some bands for which 361575 has Pn/Sn values similar to
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs (e.g., 4-6, 5-7 and 8-10 Hz), while it has noticeably different
values in the 6-8 and 8-16 Hz bands. The Pn/Sn values for event 361575 are consistent
with those of the Kola QBs in all frequency bands.

Andrews' plots for all of the events considered here are shown in Figure 20. The
four amplitude ratios listed in the upper lefthand legend were used as coefficients of the
Fourier series. The line types corresponding to the various event types are given in the
righthand legend. Note that the curve for event 361575 is significantly different than
those for the previous NZ EXs, as well and the Steigen and Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs,
while it is quite similar to a number of the curves for the Kola QBs. To clarify this
Figure 21 shows a comparison for all but the Kola QBs and Figure 22 shows a
comparison for only event 361575 and the Kola QBs. Note that the curve for event
361575 does look similar to the curve for one of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs in the

middle of the plot. This is due to the fact that the values of Pn/Sn are nearly identical in

the 5-7 Hz band (cf. Figure 19). Overall, however, the curves do look different. From

Figure 22 it is clear that event 361575 has very similar amplitude ratios to the Kola QBs

in all of the frequency bands.
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4.3. Results of Preliminary Training Set Analyses

We applied the Wilk-Shapiro and Anderson-Darling tests for normality to each
discriminant at 0.05 significance level. Recall that we require that normality be accepted
by both tests and for all classes of events. There was insufficient evidence to reject
normality of the Pn/Sn ratios in any frequency band for the NZ EXs due to the small
sample size. Prior to applying the Box-Cox transformations, normality of the Pn/Sn
ratios was rejected in all frequency bands for the Kola QBs and in all but two frequency
bands (0.5-2.5 Hz and 8-16 Hz) for the combined Steigen/Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs. After
applying the Box-Cox transformations all of the features used in this study are accepted
as normal for all classes of events. Figures 8-11 in Section 3.3 illustrate the results of the
normality analyses on the training sets for Pn/Sn(max; 4-6 Hz) and Pn/Sn(max; 5-7 Hz).

We also applied a hypothesis test at 0.05 significance level based on the F-
distribution to determine whether the variances of the discriminants for the various event
types are equal. Because there were only 3 events in the NZ EX training set, the
covariance matrices were treated as equal for all tests involving this set. This is a more
robust procedure for classification involvi.g small data sets. For classification into Kola
QB or Steigen/Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQ classes, the variances and, hence, the covariance
matrices were found to be unequal and were treated accordingly in the classification test.

We also ranked the Pn/Sn ratios by their discriminatory power after first applying
the normality and equal variance tests and Box-Cox transformations. Results for the five
best Pn/Sn discriminants are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of urmality and equal variance tests for ranked features.

Rank Feature Normal Equal Var.
I Pn/Sn(max;5-7 Hz) Yes No
2 Pn/Sn(max;4-6 Hz) Yes No
3 Pn/Sn(max;8-16 Hz) Yes No
4 Pn/Sn(max;6-8 Hz) Yes Yes

5 Pn/Sn(max;8- 10 Hz) Yes Yes
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4.4. Dlscrlnant Analysis Results

After first performing the preliminary training set analyses just described, we

performed the following tests of hypothesis on event 361575:

Outlier Test
" Outlier Test #1: tested as an outlier of the NZ EX population

" Outlier Test #2: tested as an outlier of the Kola QB population

" Outlier Test #3: tested as an outlier of the Steigen EQ population

" Outlier Test #4: tested as an outlier of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge population

Classification Testse

"* Classification Test #1: classified in NZ EX or Kola QB populations

"* Classification Test #2: classified in Kola QB or the combined EQ populations

For the classification tests we also considered the Steigen and Mia- Atlantic Ridge

EQs separately and found that the results remain qualitatively the same. We also

examined the range of significance levels for which we reject a particular hypothesis. For

some cases the limiting significance levels at which particular hypotheses were rejected

were much higher than commonly acceptable. Recall that if an event is rejected at a

relatively high signi.:- rce level, the probability that an error was made is accordingly

high. Although the standard testing approach is to fix the significance level, this analysis

provides useful information regarding the range of significance levels for which a

particular hypothesis is rejected or accepted. Last, we also provide classification results

using the same GLR method, but setting the classification rule such that the overall

misclassification rate is minimized.

4.4.1. Outlier Test Results

Oudier Test #]. Since the training sample size of NZ EXs is so small, the number

of features that can be used is two or less; otherwise, the sample covariance matrix used

in the likelihood ratio of the outlier test is singular. In fact, Seber (1984) recommends

that only one discriminant be used for such small samples since it is very difficult to

obtain a reasonable estimate of a correlation coefficient. Thus using only ARAO

Pn/Sn(max;8-16) for the 3 NZ EXs, event 361575 was tested and re i is an EX at the

0.025 significance level. In fact it is also rejected at the 0.015 signih - level. This is

significant statistical evidence that event 361575 is different than previous NZ EXs.
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Outlier Test #2. Using the outlier test trained on 53 Kola QBs with 5 features,
ARAO Pn/Sn(max) at 4-6, 5-7, 6-8, 8-10 and 8-16 Hz, event 361575 is accepted as a Kola

QB at the 0.025 significance level. It is rejected only if the significance level is greater

than or equal to 0.34. This means that we would reject event 361575 as belonging to the
same population as Kola QBs only if we are willing to falsely reject I out of 3 actual
Kola QBs as not being a Kola QB. So for a wide range of reasonable significance levels

the evidence is insufficient to reject the hypothesis that this event is from the same

population as Kola QBs.

Outlier Test #3. Using the outlier test trained on 24 Steigen EQs with the same 5

features as in the previous test, event 361575 is rejected as a Steigen EQ at the 0.025
significance level. This is strong statistical evidence that 361575 is not from the same

population as Steigen EQs.

Outlier Test #4. As for the first test, the training sample size of 5 Mid-Atlantic
Ridge EQs is small. Using only ARAO Pn/Sn(max;8-16) for these 5 EQs, event 361575
is not rejected as a Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQ at the 0.025 significance level, but is at the

0.035 significance level and above. This suggests that event 361575 is different than
previous Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs, with a 0.035 probability that an actual Mid-Atlantic

Ridge EQ would be falsely rejected.

Results are represented graphicall, 'Figure 23 for the 4 outlier tests. The

distributions shown are smoothed histogr. the likelihood ratio (LR) obtained by

bootstrapping the corresponding training set. The vertical lines shown correspond to
critical values of the tests for various significance levels given in the lowest legend. The

LR for event 361575 is denoted by the triangle marker. The training set and

discriminants are listed in the upper legends. Figure 23 clearly shows that the LR for

event 361575 is in the tails of the EX and EQ LR distributions, while it lies roughly in the

middle of the LR distribution for the Kola QBs.

4.4.2. Classification Test Results

Classification Test #1. Using the GLR classification test trained on the 3 NZ EXs

and 53 Kola QBs with ARAO Pn/Sn(max) at 4-6, 5-7, 6-8 and 8-16 Hz, event 361575 is
rejected as an NZ EX at the 0.025 significance level. It is also rejected at the 0.01
significance level. This is strong statistical evidence that event 361575 is not from the

same population as NZ EXs, with preferred classification as a Kola QB. (Note that the
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assumption of equal covariance matrices was used for this test. This allowed a pooled

estimate of the covariance matrix to be computed for the four features using 56 samples.)

Classification Test #2. Since event 361575 was classified as a Kola QB in the

first of these tests, it was then tested as belonging to either the Kola QB or the combined

Steigen/Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQ sets. Using the GLR classification test, based on these

training sets and the same four features, event 361575 is rejected as an EQ at the 0.025

significance level, set with respect to the EQs. It is also rejected at the 0.01 significance

level of falsely rejecting an EQ. Again, this is strong statistical evidence that 361575 is

not from the same population as the Steigen or Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs; classification as

a Kola QB is preferred. It does not imply that event 361575 could not also belong to

some other class of events that are not included in the training sets.

Results of these tests are represented graphically in Figure 24. The distributions

shown are smoothed histograms of the LR, bootstrapped from the training data, where the

HO (null) distribution corresponds to LRs if the new event is from the first population and

the H 1 (alternative) distribution corresponds to LRs if the new event is from the second

population. As for the graphical representations of the outlier tests, the critical values of

the tests for various significance levels are depicted by the vertical lines. The thick

vertical line is the value of the LR which minimizes the total misclassification rate.

Classification based on minimizing the total misclassification rate also allocate 361575 to

the QB population.

45. Conclusions and Recommendations Regarding Event 361575

With the exception of the outlier test trained on Pn/Sn(max;8-16) for the 5 Mid-

Atlantic Ridge EQs, the results show that event 361575 is rejected statistically by all of

the tests at 0.025 significance as belonging to the EX or EQ populations. In most cases,

these results also held for smaller significance levels, i.e., 0.01 for both of the GLR
classification tests. Event 361575 is also rejected as a Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQ if we are

willing to accept an earthquake false alarm rate of 3.5% or larger.

The outlier and classification results also show that there is insufficient evidence

to reject event 361575 as belonging to the Kola QB population for all of the relevant tests

at 0.025 significance. Even if the significance level of the outlier test is 0.33, event

361575 is not rejected. Classification based on minimizing the total misclassification rate

clearly allocates event 361575 to the QB population. Thus, based on these tests and the
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training data for the three classes considered, event 361575 is classified as belonging to

the Kola QB population.

Note that these results do not imply that this event was necessarily a quarry blast,

only that this classification is strongly preferred over the alternatives and there is

insufficient evidence to reject it as a Kola QB, based on the training data. Since we do

not know the actual distribution from which this event was produced, we cannot estimate

the probability that the event was classified as a Kola QB when it might, in fact, be

something else. Thus, the strongest conclusion that we can draw, based on the data, is

that event 361575 was not a nuclear explosion simil to others at NZ nor an earthquake

similar to those in the Steigen region or in the direction of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Although our quantitative measures are substantially different, our qualitative

results are the same as those of Baumgardt (1993b), who also concluded, based on a
neural net approach and a similar set of discriminants, that event 361575 looks most like

a Kola QB. This is not surprising since the training sets are effectively the same and no

matter how the amplitude ratios for event 361575 are examined, plotted or statistically

tested, they look similar to the Kola QB amplitude ratios.

Pulli and Dysart (1993) also applied a neural network technique trained on data

for events in Scandinavia from the NORESS array. Using broadband and three

narrowband measurements of Pn/Sn and Pn and Sn cepstral variances extracted from

signals recorded at the ARCESS array, event 361575 was again classified as a chemical

explosion with very high confidence (see Pulli and Dysart, 1993, Figure 7). In seeming

contrast to the neural network result, they argue that examination of the individual

features shows that the Pn and Sn cepstral variances for the event in question fall easily
within the ranges for earthquakes. They also note that the value of the Pn/Sn spectral

ratio from 10-20 Hz is well below the peak in the distribution for chemical explosions

and fits into the distribution of earthquakes.

In response to a request of the Seismological Service of the Ministry of Defense,

Russian Federation, regarding the origin of event 361575, Ryall (1993b) notes that the

response was "that on the day in question there were no blasting activities, either for

military or construction purposes, on the territory of the Novaya Zemlya test range."
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Although our outlier and classification test results are consistent with all other

examinations of the ISEIS feature data, a key question remaining to be answered is
whether the discriminants based on the observed seismic signals are truly characteristic of

the source. Our results should be tempered by the caveat that there may be significant

path differences to ARCESS from the various regions which warrant investigation. For
example, Pn/Sn(max) ratios for explosions differ dramatically for the NZ to ARCESS

path as compared to the NZ to NORESS path. The path distance from NZ to NORESS is
roughly double that from NZ to ARCESS. Figure 25 shows Pn/Sn(max) in 5 frequency

bands for the 3 known nuclear explosions at NZ recorded by the ARCESS (ARAO) and
NORESS (NRAO) arrays. The NRAO Pn/Sn values are significantly larger than the
ARAO values for the same events. This suggests that Sn attenuates more rapidly with

distance than Pn.

Even though all discriminants were obtained from signals recorded by a common

instrument at ARCESS for our study, path differences could yield different results for the

tests comparing event 361575 to Kola or Steigen events. Distances from ARCESS range

from 200-300 km for the Kola QBs, 400-500 km for the Steigen EQs, and 900-1100 km

for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge EQs and the NZ events (Baumgardt, 1993b). More rapid

attenuation of Sn with distance relative to Pn would cause event 361575 to have higher
Pn/Sn ratios than a similar event occurring in the Steigen or Kola Peninsula regions due

to the longer propagation distance from NZ. Applying distance corrections may lead to
ratios that are far more consistent with earthquakes than with quarry blasts.

This illustrates a key issue that must be addressed in order to monitor a CTBT
effectively. Namely, even state-of-the-art classification methods can identify events
accurately only if the features used as input are representative of the source type. For

situations in which data are sparse for a specific region, such as the case here and as we

can anticipate for future monitoring, path corrections are crucial if training sets from
distinct regions and at different distances are to be used successfully.

Note, however, that our outlier test based on the 3 NZ EXs is not subject to this

caveat as are the tests using data from other regions performed by us and others. Thus

until path differences can be investigated suitably, this test may provide the only reliable

statistical evidence that event 361575 was not a nuclear test. Even though the outlier test
accounts for sample size, a larger nuclear explosion training set for NZ events is desired

to strengthen our conclusions. Furthermore, as noted by Ryall (1993c) and Sereno
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(1993), this result should also be tempered by the caveat that, even if event 361575 was a
nuclear explosion, there are likely to be significant differences in the signal generated by
that event as compared to those generated by the three known nuclear explosions at NZ,
based simply on source size. This issue also warrants future investigation.

As a final comment, the relatively limited set of discriminants used here does not
take full advantage of ,he generalized likelihood ratio approach which can also treat
interesting discrete discriminants (contextual features and others) such as presence of
cepstral peaks, offshoretonshore, high/low seismicity, high/low magnitude, etc. Based on
analysis by Sereno and Wahl (1993), it is not clear whether these features provide
additional useful information in this case but they could certainly be included in our
outlier and classification ji'ocedures for more complete analysis.

5. CoNcLusioNs AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results presented in this report illustrate the usefulness of the GLR outlier test
for monitoring a new region in which few data are available and to test data sets which
lack ground-truth in order to detect suspicious events that warrant further study before
including them in training sets. We found that the outlier test detected 100% and 96.2%
of the "suspicious" events in the Vogtland and Kola/Steigen regions, with relatively small
false alarm rates, using only small samples (10 and 25) of earthquake data to train the
algorithm. We showed in Section 3.6 that if contaminated training sets are used, the error
rates can be unnecessarily high. The outlier test, however, was able to detect the

contaminating events in the earthquake training sets for proportions of 10-20%
contamination and perhaps higher.

We have also applied the outlier test to the problem of script-matching to
associate seismic events to particular mines. In this case one of the script variables used

is day-of-the-week which is a discrete variable. Use of this discriminant is based on the
observation that some mining operations perform blasting more heavily on particular
days of the week than others. We will report on these results in the future.

We have provided a version of the GLR outlier test to Dr. Thomas Sereno of

SAIC to be used as a script-matching module of EVID, an event identification subsystem
of the Intelligent Monitoring System at the Center for Seismic Studies.
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The results also showed that the GLR classification test provides an improved
procedure for event identification for cases in which training data are available for all
relevant classes of events. The test identified all of the Vogtland events, 98.1% (52 of

53) of the Kola blasts and 95.8% (23 of 24) of the Steigen earthquakes correctly. We also
showed how the bootstrap procedure allows one of the misclassification rates to be
controlled or, alternatively, the total misclassification rate associated with all event types
to be minimized.

In addition, we presented preliminary training set analyses to test appropriate
assumptions and to transform the data, if necessary, to simplify implementation of the
outlier and classification tests and to ensure that the necessary assumptions hold. We
showed that the techniques presented to test and transform the data to normality are very

effective for this purpose. We also discussed methods that are useful for testing whether
covariance matrices are equal, for treating missing data values and for selecting the best
multivariate discriminants.

We also presented two types of graphical techniques to help visualize

comparisons of multivariate data (Andrews' plots) and the results of the outlier and

classification tests.

The preliminary analyses aDd the outlier and classification tests were applied to
the 31 December 1992 Novaya Zemlya event. This case represents a archetypical
example of the type of monitoring that is likely to be performed ander a CTBT or NPT.
While the results obtained were consistent with the data and with other event

identification results obtained by other methods, it highlights the need to carefully treat

data for path differences. Application of our outli test based on previous nuclear
explosions at Novaya Zemlya was not subject to this concern, which illustrates its
usefulness in this setting. Scaling relations of discriminants for sources of widely varying
magnitude may, however, be needed.

The collection of statistical methods presented here, skp well as others to perform
path corrections and test transportability of discriminants, should be (and in fact are
being) included in a single software system to provide a robust, rigorous, cohesive and
complete framework for routine seismic event identification. This system is being
developed with appropriate logic and a Motif-style X Window graphical user interface to
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allow semi-automated application, or to allow statisticians and seismologists alike to use

these methods interactively with greater ease.

We plan to start applying these methods to monitoring particular regions of

current interest.

The case study of the 31 December 1992 Novaya Zemlya event illustrates that

further efforts are needed to understand where and why discriminants work and to
develop techniques to transport discriminants from one region to another. We are
pursuing this currently using the Soviet data set discussed in the Executive Summary and
a Western U.S. data set established and discussed by Taylor et al. (1989). Our emphasis

is on statistically testing the equality of discriminant distributions along various paths to
first determine where they are equivalent and work on a consistent basis. This will be the
subject of a future report.
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